Morningstar® Markets℠ Commodity Edition offers clients a complete solution for real-time and historical fundamental and exchange data. The application brings together Morningstar’s over 300 aggregated data sources and real-time exchange data, to provide a comprehensive view of the energy and commodities markets. Morningstar Markets also offers integration with proprietary data via a locally installed or hosted Commodity DataServer. The tool provides an intuitive user interface alongside a scalable framework that can deliver customized data configurations.

Key Benefits
- 300+ Aggregated Data Sources
- Real-time & Historical Data
- Real-time ISO & TSO Data
- Proprietary Curves & Marks
- Dynamic Reporting
- Seasonal charting
- Forward curves
- Event-driven analysis
- Real-Time streaming news
- Dow Jones news service
- WSI weather maps
- Microsoft® Excel® integration
- Browser based application
- Zero Installation required

Pure Web-Based Application
A flexible, web-based application makes Morningstar Markets an essential tool for trading professionals, researchers, risk managers and market participants who require a consolidated view of historical and real-time data. The application offers flexible options for layout and appearance and is accessible from any PC, Mac and tablet, using a standard web browser with no installation or upgrades required.

Market Data Coverage
300 plus data sources covering Energy, Power, Agriculture, Metals, Macro, and Weather. In addition to the physical markets, coverage includes data from futures exchanges, electronic platforms, over the counter (OTC) markets and brokers. Along side price data Morningstar offers extensive global fundamental datasets.

Proprietary Data
Many of our clients import proprietary data into the Commodity DataServer creating a single source for forward curves and internal marks. The user interface allows a user to create formulas and derive proprietary data such as forward curves and valuation. Offered both as a local installation and a fully hosted solution, the Commodity DataServer and Morningstar Markets offer a complete end-to-end solution to easily perform research and analysis on the most comprehensive data sets.

Visualization & Analytics
Displaying insightful data is quick and easy with simple component applications. Utilize Morningstar Markets components to create forward curves, seasonal analysis charts, worksheets and watchlists. Display Weather Maps to view forecast trends that may impact trading decisions. Stay on top of the latest commodity news and information with the streaming news component. Share these workspaces and dynamic reports with colleagues.

Learn More
For additional information on Morningstar Markets Commodity Edition please contact your Morningstar Sales Team.
- Commoditydata-sales@morningstar.com
- +1 800 546-9646 Option 2 (Sales)
- www.morningstarcommodity.com/tools-apis/markets

Combine real-time exchange pricing with third party fundamental data sets for a complete analysis of the commodities and energy space.

View real-time quotes, charts and forward curves with Morningstar Markets℠ fully customized workspaces.
Morningstar Markets offers various tools that a user can drag-and-drop to create workspaces. These tools, also called Components, are available to create visuals and analysis on markets and fundamentals, using analytical charts and watchlists. Users can customize their workspace, and share it with their clients and colleagues. Teams can collaborate to provide other divisions or management with their unique or proprietary commentary and reports using the workspace “share” feature and Memo components. Facilitate communication between departments, such as research and trading, risk management and trading and finally with upper management.

Morningstar Markets offers a suite of market and analytical tools. Market tools include Watchlist, Options Board, Quotes Window and Worksheet. Analysis tools include Historical Time Series data, Seasonal Charts, and Forward Curve charts, as well as Table and Query components. Weather maps from local, US and Europe regions are available along with streaming news and economic calendars. In conjunction with data from hundreds of energy markets vendors, clients can access their firm’s own custom and proprietary data.

Utilizing multiple components, users can create custom workspaces—or use our default workspaces—to display information updated in real-time. Create winter or summer month seasonal charts, or develop a worksheet to track current market positions and P&L statements.

The ability to share workspaces encourages teamwork between colleagues. Connect and collaborate with colleagues around the world. Build and generate intraday, daily, or monthly reports and worksheets.

Morningstar Markets offers multiple components to meet your firm’s workflow. For example, the Memo component can provide a written analysis of Natural Gas prices and how they are being affected. The Seasonal analysis chart and Forward Curve components are created to help support the analysis.